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AboutM C U T

Ming Chi University of Technology (MCUT) is a private university of technology in Taishan
District, New Taipei, Taiwan. It currently consists of three colleges: College of Engineering,
College of Environment and Resources, and College of Management and Design.

During the 1960s, while both industrial and economic development were ‘taking off’ in
Taiwan, there was a lack of mid‐level industrial professionals. In response to the Taiwan’s
developmental needs, in December 1963 Mr. Yung‐Ching Wang, founder of Formosa
Plastics Group, donated funds for the establishment of the university.
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AboutM C U T

The motto of MCUT is Diligence, Perseverance, Frugality and Trustworthiness. We expect
our students not only to work hard, but also to do right and productive things. With this
motto as well as professional knowledge and skills, all our students are expected to be
useful members of the society.

Residential schooling and practical training of industrial internship are two of our
longstanding school traditions. To live on campus while studying helps students mold their
characteristics and maintain a diligent attitude in daily life. As for working as interns in the
industry, it is our objective to help students quickly accumulate practical skills, gain real‐life
experiences, and learn the true meaning of diligence, perseverance, being down‐to‐earth,
and searching to the root of things.
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AboutM C U T

Last but not the least, our overseas internship program which began in 2006 has become
the pioneer among all universities and colleges in the world. Now, MCUT which is well
known for providing solid practical training programs has been consistently regarded as
one of the top technical and vocational universities in Taiwan.

why M C U T

Excellent Learning Environment
Professional Faculty & Staff
Advanced Teaching & Experimental Facilities
Well‐Equipped Dormitory
Scholarship for International Students

Excellent Learning Environment
Professional Faculty & Staff
Advanced Teaching & Experimental Facilities
Well‐Equipped Dormitory
Scholarship for International Students
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BACHELOR &MASTER PROGRAMS

Academics

College of Management and Design
Department of Industrial Design
Department of Business and Management
Department of Visual Communication Design
Department of Industrial Engineering and  
Management

College of Environment Resources
Department of Chemical Engineering
Department of Materials Engineering
Department of Safety, Health and
Environmental Engineering

College of Engineering
Department of Mechanical 
Engineering
Department of Electronic 
Engineering
Department of Electrical Engineering

Battery Research Center of Green Energy
P h. D Program of Energy & Battery 
Technologies
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Fees M C U T

How to
apply M C U T

Tuition
On‐Campus Housing
On‐Campus Dining
Off‐Campus Dining

Around USD 1,700 / semester

On‐Campus Housing ‐ Around USD 260 / semester

On‐Campus Dining ‐ Around USD 370 / semester

Off‐Campus Dining ‐ Around USD 200 / month

Get onto our application website (http://foreignadm.mcut.edu.tw/) and read 
the 'Application Instructions for International Students'.
Complete and upload all the required application procedures and documents on 
our website.
The online application system opens in November and December for the spring 
semester and April and May for the fall semester. (Exact dates vary each year.)
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Scholarship
M C U T

Ming Chi University of Technology provides 20 scholarship to 
international master students every academic year

1. 100% tuition fee waived
2. Free dormitory  (With 1‐2 roommate )
3. Free Mandarin/English evening courses
4. Chances to be recommended for job opportunities of Formosa 

Plastic Group after Graduation



The Cutting-Edge
Research 

Center in  The 
College of  

Engineering
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Properties of organic flexible optoelectronic materials include absorption, fluorescence, electron transport, gas

sensing, and biological sensing. In recent years, several optoelectronics companies have developed advanced

electronic components and applied to patent them. For instance, Samsung has successfully developed novel display

products by using a highly efficient, full‐spectrum, and low power‐consuming properties of organic light‐emitting

diodes (OLEDs). Therefore, Ming Chi University of Technology (MCUT) has established the “Organic Electronics

Research Center” as an exchange platform among related industries, the government, and the university.

Organic Electronics Research Center

Device Processing  Room
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This research center is led by an integrated research team with faculty members from domains including organic

optoelectronic devices, electronic circuit design, solid‐state physics, and opto‐mechatronics. The purpose of the

research center is to develop key technologies for next‐generation organic optoelectronic devices and components.

In addition, the research center is honored to receive research funds from Ted Kao, Managing Director of Uchi

Optoelectronic (M) SDN. BHD and an MCUT alumnus, and Chairman Dr. John Ding‐E Young, M. D., Ph. D. The funds

facilitate the construction of the most comprehensive equipment for organic device manufacturing and

measurement in Taiwan. The initial projects of the research center included researching highly efficiency

electronics and their applications (e.g., display units, transistors, photovoltaic cells, gas sensors, and weak‐photon

detectors).

Organic Electronics Research Center

Lithography Laboratory
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Research Team

Medical Lighting
(Photodynamic)

Wearable 
Electronics

Sajal Biring

Chia‐Hung Su

Ming‐Hung Chen 

Hung‐Pin Hsu 
Chen‐Shane Chu 

Dr. Shun‐Wei Liu, Director

Ya‐Fen Wu 

Indoor Solar Energy
(Weak photon: 
< 1000 Lux)
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Research Facilities
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Research Facilities
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Research Results

Special emphasis is put on:
(I)Fluorescent, phosphorescent, thermal activated delayed
fluorescent, and exciplex organic lightemitting devices.
(ii )Indoor organic photovoltaics.
(iii)Organic photovoltaic driven image devices for near‐infrared

imaging.
(iv)Organic functional transistors.
(v)Optical/electrical characterizations and plasma‐enhanced
atomic layer deposition.
The mission of this research center is to accumulate top notch
and interdisciplinary technical expertise and reap fruitful results
in academic innovation, top journal publications, citations,
technology inventions and global competiveness.
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Research Results
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Organic Upconversion Devices：Vein eye
Transparent Organic Upconversion Devices for Near-Infrared Sensing.
Cathodic-controlled and near-infrared organic upconverter for local blood vessels mapping.

Recent Research Results

Adv. Mater.v.27,p1217-1222(2015) Frontispiece

NIR upconverter
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International Cooperation

Visit the Organic Electronics Research Center                                                             
IIT, Kharagpur (Indian Institutes of Technology, Kharagpur) 
Indore Prof. Sen, India.

Visit the Organic Electronics Research Center
Universitas International Batam , Indonesia. 

Organic Electronics Research Center Holding Conference
Invited speakers included :
Prof. Wallace Choy, The University of Hong Kong. 
Prof. Franky So of the  NC State University.
Prof. Bhola Nath Pal, the Indian Institute of Technology (BHU).
Prof. Satish Patil of the Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit.



Center    For    
Reliability

Engineering
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Reliability engineering deals with the estimation, prevention and management of high levels of lifetime

engineering uncertainty and risks of failure. On the other hand, we have all learned from photographs of laptop

fires and aircraft fires that Lithium ion energy cells can be potential incendiary devices. Theses energy cells are

based on highly reactive chemistry which under certain circumstances could result in thermal runaway and serious

consequential physical damage. This can be particularly dangerous with large format traction batteries. Catastrophic

failures, which are not caused by abuse, are mercifully extremely rare and tend to be random events such as

contamination of the active chemicals. They can be characterized by a very low but fairly constant failure rate over

the whole of the battery population.

Center for Reliability Engineering
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To this end, the establishment of Research Center on Reliability Engineering of Ming Chi University of Technology is

to provide interdisciplinary resources on research, service, and education in reliability engineering. Special emphasis is

put on:

(i)Modeling and pre‐diagnostics of power battery failure

(ii) Defect and failure mechanism investigation of power battery & packs

(iii) Power management system of power battery.

The mission of the Reliability Engineering Research Center is to attract top notch and interdisciplinary expertise

and reap fruitful results in academic innovation, top journal publications, technology inventions and industrial

corporation promotion.

Center for Reliability Engineering
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Research Team

Director of the Center
Shyh‐Chin Huang

Honorary Chair 
Professor

Cher‐Ming Tan
Jin‐Wei Liang Chun‐Chen Yang Jer‐Huan Jang Chien‐Chih Wang

Yueh‐Ru Yang Chi‐YaoWu Jin‐Chee Liu Dao‐Yi Huang Hsien‐Chin Chiu
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Research Facilities

Electronic Load Thermal Scanning System Electrical Measurement System

ATR‐FTIR T3STER Batter Tester
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Research Results
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Research Results

正極 負極

隔離膜 電解液

Schematic diagram of
the defect and failure
mechanism research
on power battery.

Modeling and pre‐diagnostics of power battery failure 
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Recent Research Result

Power management system of power battery

Distance Axiety

Defect and failure mechanism investigation of 
power battery & packs
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International Workshop 

Chair Professor and Director, University of Maryland, USA 
Fellow of IEEE, Fellow of ASME, SAE Fellow and IMAPS 
Fellow, Director of CALCE.
Title (Systems Health Monitoring and Management within 
the Internet of Things)

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 
Recipient of2014 Draper Prize of National academy of

Engineering(consideredas Nobel Prize of Engineering),Research 
Director ofFrench National Centrefor ScientificResearch(CNRS)

Ph.D. of Materials Science & Engineering, NTHU, Taiwan.
CTO of Materials Analysis Technology Inc. (MA‐tek)
Title ( Physics of failures for printed circuit boards)

Prof. Michael Pecht

Prof. Rachid Yazami

Dr. Chih‐Hsun Chu

Topics：
（A）Reliability on Power Battery 

Devices/Systems
（B）Reliability on Mechanical    

Devices/Systems
（C）Quality Assurance/Control; Quality 

Engineering/Management
（D）Reliability on Electronics Devices/Systems

Keynote Speakers
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International Cooperation

Visit the Center for Reliability Engineering.
Professor Rachid Yazami, the prestigious scholar of Nanyang 
Technological University Singapore and Research Director of French 
National Center for Scientific Research.

Visit the Center for Reliability Engineering.
Professor Michael Pecht, the international‐renowned expert in 
reliability and Director of Center for Advanced Life Cycle 
Engineering (CALCE), University of Maryland, USA.

The Center for Reliability Engineering Holding  International Workshop on 
Reliability for Advanced Technology, Invited speakers included
Professor Rachid Yazami of Nanyang Technological University Singapore, 
Professor Michael Pecht of University of Maryland USA, 
Dr. Chih‐Hsun Chu, CTO of Materials Analysis Technology Inc (MA‐tek)
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International Cooperation

Visit the Center for Reliability Engineering.
Associate Professor and Vice‐Dean Roger Choon Ee TAN &
Associate Professor of TOK Eng Soon ,National University of 
Singapore(NUS).

Visit the Center for Reliability Engineering.
Ms. Valerie Green of  Texas A&M university MKOPSC, College 
Station, Texas, , USA.

Visit the Center for Reliability Engineering.
Professor Y. Gene Liao of  Wayne State University(WSU), 
Detroit, Michigan, , USA.



Research  Center      
on    Micro    

System and  
Medical 

Industries
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Research Center on Micro System and Medical Industries

In Vitro Diagnostics (IVD) is an essential and fast growing part of the global healthcare system, as they add value to

patients, medical professionals and the industry along with enhancing the well‐being of the population as a whole.

IVDs are medical devices and accessories used to perform tests on samples, such as blood, urine, tissue, taken away

from the human body to help detect infection, diagnose a medical condition, prevent disease or monitor drug

therapies. An IVD can be as any medical device which is a (a) Reagent, Reagent Product (b) Calibrator, Control

Material (c) Kit (d) Instrument, Apparatus (e) Equipment. IVD system, whether used alone or in combination, is

intended by the manufacturer to be used in vitro for the examination of specimen, including blood and tissue

donations, derived from the human body, solely or principally for the purpose of providing information: (a)

concerning a physiological of pathological state of health or disease, or (b) concerning a congenital abnormality, or

(c) to determine the safety and compatibility with potential recipients, or (d) to monitor therapeutic measures.
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Research Center on Micro System and Medical Industries

The establishment of Implementation Center on In-Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Devices of Ming Chi University of Technology is to

call together interdisciplinary expertise for the developments of the in-vitro diagnostics devices, special emphasis is put on:

(i)Instrumentation for blood glucose determination

(ii)Cholesterol determination devices

(iii)Other In-vitro Diagnostics devices

The mission of the Implementation Center on In-Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Devices is to accumulate top notch and interdisciplinary

expertise, produce fruitful results in technology inventions, and promote university-industry research relationship.
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Research Team

Kuo-Yung 
Hung

Yung-
Chiang 
Chung

Chil-
Chyuan

Kuo
Pin-Yi 
Chen

Chih-
Chung Hu

Chun-Der 
Cheng

Chen-
Shane Chu

Hsi-Hsun
Tsai

Kuei-Chih
Feng

Win-Bin 
Shieh

Ben-Ran 
Fu

Director of the Center                         
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Research Facilities

Silicone injection molding machine Exposure Sputtering System

Reactive Ion Etching Photo Resist Spinner
Zygo
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Research Facilities

Electroplating Bath Hotplate Microscope

KOH etching PDMS molding
Oven
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Research Results

Biomedical Materials, Biomaterials

SEM
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Research Results

Bio materials‐ Targets in biomedical materials 

Core technology :  Powders 
Calcination 

Powders 
Calcination 

Sintering
of Target 

Material：
HA ( Hydrofoxyapatite), Chemical formula: Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2,
the ratio Ca/P是接近人體骨骼成份的磷酸鈣鹽人工骨材。

Powders Calcination 

Core technology : 

The ratio of Ca to P and mechanical
strength of Target depend on different
sintering temperatures and soaking times
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Research Result

Novel system of micro‐fabrication technology
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International Cooperation

Visit the Research Center on Micro System and Medical Industries.
The University of Da Nang , Danang City, Vietnam.

Visit the Research Center on Micro System and Medical Industries.
Professor Lee Yong Kuen of Seoul National University, Korea.

Memorandum of Cooperation between MCUT and ARBURG



Overses Students      
and    Their    

Learning  
Experiences   at 

MCUT
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STUDYING IN TAIWAN, YES OR NO??

With investment if many countries in the world, Taiwan has grown to be a developed country, a high intellectual

level. Most of Professors are trained in the US, EUROPE so teaching skill, specialized knowledges and communication

in English are in high level. So if you decide to study in Taiwan, then you are going to have the opportunity to

improve both English and Chinese Language.

Let’s me lead you go through the advantages and difficulties that you might face when choosing to study in Taiwan:

Difficulties:

Language: the native language of Taiwan is Mandarin Chinese so all the student who is learning by using English will

have little difficult in the beginning. Our school has many courses in English but that does mean that you can learn all

courses in English. That’s why searching the information of studying program, choices is especially important for

students. Besides learning, learning Chinese is also very important for your daily living. The language barrier is tight

but also not too hard, otherwise this environment is also an advantage for those who want to learn a new language.
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STUDYING IN TAIWAN, YES OR NO??

Food culture: Most of Vietnamese people dislike Taiwan food because it is quite oily and not so much salty. The

popular foods in Taiwan is fried chicken, fried pork, fried fish, fried eggs, fried rice… As you can see that normally all

kind of food have very much oily.

Advantages:

Education: The comparison of quality between schools sometime doesn’t totally make sense but I am pretty sure

that professors, resources, equipment, working conditions and the support of professors are very good. Documents,

books in the library is very rich so basically student have never had difficulty in finding specific reference materials.

Laboratory equipment totally meet the studying requirement and you can go to LAB for work anytime you want.

Tuition and living expenses: tuition and living expenses in Taiwan is more comfortable than many other countries.

If you have to pay tuition fee and living expenses by yourself so you probably only pay 2500 USD for each year.

Environment: Taiwan is a peaceful country and safe. In Taiwan, you can walk in the sidewalk at any time without

any worry. During my short period of time at this school I have never seen something like a fight. New Taipei City has

a lot of trees, fresh air, little dust, no noise, very pleasant climate.
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STUDYING IN TAIWAN, YES OR NO??

People: Taiwanese people is friendly, nice, kind and cultured high so you will feel comfortable here. For example,

people often stand in a line and wait to their turn . Taiwan society has no concept of parking, the first time I came to

Taiwan it really impressed me, the entire motorcycle, bicycle are put on the curb, then the next day they was still here,

even weeks or months. The store usually opens from 8 am to 10 nights and no need security guys, customer can

chooses and offers freely and then stand in check‐out lines. The food stores are neat and tidy, after eating customers

will bring food leftovers into the bin and put everything on the table neatly before walking out of the shop.

Dining: Taiwan's population are mostly ethnic Chinese, they also inherited the rich food traditions of China. Although

the food is quite oily, but nevertheless you can still eat. If you like to explore and experiment Taiwanese food, then

you will not be disappointed with the food here.
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It is 3 months from the day I’ve come Taiwan. It’s not much time enough to speak out any comments, but I

would like to share my personal experience in such a new study environment – Ming Chi University of Technology

(MCUT).

We are supported to stay in a modern and convenient dorm. For the beginning time, the facilities are not quite

fully equipped, however Taiwanese are so kind, they help us so much: they led us go to buy some needed things,

they showed us how Taiwanese food is, they kindly answered us anything we confused. It’s my right decision for

studying here. The studying and researching environment here is so good. It’s not only in term of advanced

equipment for researching, it’s also the free and friendly environment for studying. The thing I like the most here is

relationship among professors and student. All professors are friendly, you will see that they always encourage you,

they always appreciate your working even it’s not too good.

My Experiences in MCUT (I)
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About food, Taiwanese food is easy to get familiar with. The cafeteria inside the campus provides the food every

weekday at reasonable prices. However, I can go out of the campus and get any kind of food I want Taiwanese are

very kind, they invite us to have Taiwanese food with them sometime. They gave us some warm clothes when winter

comes. In MCUT, we join in the group of supporting international student. They are very helpful. We can share our

consideration, our feeling and our problems, then they will try to solve them and make us happier.

About outside activities, Taiwanese like sport I think. I’m living in the healthy environment, it’s convenient for

me to play badminton, basketball, do gym. Also, there is a great hill behind our campus, I can hiking every day and

enjoy the fresh atmosphere. Furthermore, we can also join in some art contests even we can’t speak Chinese. I joined

in singer contest last week. It was a nice experience.

My Experiences in MCUT (I)
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Studying in MCUT is also the good opportunities to learn Chinese. We are supported to have Chinese
class once a week, teacher is so enthusiasm and humorous. However, I hope Taiwanese friends can speak
much more English. Be honestly, there are not many Taiwanese students can speak English, it’s difficult
for us to communicate with them cause I want to have more new friends.

The last thing I want to share is I’m so lucky to be in Taiwan and be a MCUT student. I’m ready to
enjoy my life here and I’m eager to challenge myself in this new house ‐MCUT.

December 15, 2015   
Nguyen Le Hiep.

My Experiences in MCUT (I)
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In this paper, I am going to tell you a story that I have been experienced in Taiwan for studying Master program

at Ming Chi University of Technology. Honestly, I have to say that this time can be considered as a valuable thing that

I have not have in my life before. After a long‐hour flight from Vietnam, I went to Taiwan on August 30th, 2015 with

another two Vietnamese students. Together with the fact that it is the first time I traveled to a foreign country, I also

feel tired and worried about how I could meet some people from MCUT to go to there. Fortunately, they showed our

names on boards so that I quickly recognized and then went to school. In that morning, Chris, Kevin, Blue and Helen

also helped us to buy hamburgers for breakfast, some needed necessities, introduce about the school, the map to go

somewhere and so on. I was surprised by their warm welcome as well as kindness. Furthermore, there were so many

words appeared in my head: “the infrastructure in here is very good”, “the school is so large and beautiful!”, “I can

lost in this school OMG!”, “the air is extremely fresh!”, “I love my room”…

My Experiences in MCUT (II)
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I and my friends traveled to many famous destinations such as: 101 building, old street, pagoda in Taipei city,

and some traditional night markets: Shilin, Tamsui, Fuda, Ximen,…

I am really interested in night markets which are special culture of Taiwan. In there, I could enjoy local delicious

foods, take some pictures with my friends. Traveling by MRT is also a new excited thing for me. Indeed, I really

admire the infrastructure in here. Another thing I should mentioned is that Taiwanese people are not only hospitable

but also good at taking care themselves. They do exercise such as jogging, climbing, running, playing basketball…

every day.

And something about my studying, I felt so happy and lucky because I had a good advisor, he is very nice, he

helped me and presented to me everything in Taiwan. Although, we have some different about language, but, with

his patience everything seem to be more easy. He has given to me many chances to learn in Taiwan. This is a gold

experience for me when we went to the IFToMM (International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and

Machine Science) World Congress on Oct, 2015. Thank you very much Prof. Win‐Bin Shieh!

All above, I want to say that I love the study environment, foods, people and so many other things. I lend my

strong hand to believe that it will be a memorable two‐year experience in Taiwan.

My Experiences in MCUT (II)
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Dear friends,
My name Tuan Anh, I am in the master program in Ming Chi University of Technology. Until know,

this is the first time I go abroad for study. I remember when I left for Taiwan on August 30th, there was a
little bit nervous in my feeling because I was in a foreign country that I hadn’t heard much before.
Currently, everything is okay and I want to show you some of my picture in MCUT.

This photo I took when I and my friend went for dinner. We usually have dinner outside on the
weekday and we cook together on the weekend. In Taiwan, there are many kind of food, you can be easy
to choose the food you like.

My Experiences in MCUT (III)
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All the Professor are very good, they always wonder if you have already understand and don’t mind
if you want them say again. In MCUT, the Professor and student are very close. If you have a problem
with your study, you can meet in person with your professor, and he can help you without any angry or
complaint. Especially, your professor can give you some projects to do and these project is similar to your
research and they help you can get more practical experience that is helpful for your job in the future.

There are many great things in MCUT, I want to say that I love the study environment, people,
weather, scene… here.

My Experiences in MCUT (III)


